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URGENT ACTION 
 

STATE OF EMERGENCY GRAVE THREAT TO RIGHTS 
On 27 March 2022, El Salvador’s Legislative Assembly approved a state of emergency in response to reports 

of a spike in gang-related homicides. Since that time, more than 25,000 people have reportedly been arrested, 

and the human rights of the population are gravely under threat. Amnesty International calls on President Nayib 

Bukele to take all necessary measures to put an immediate end to human rights violations occurring in the 

context of the state of emergency, and to design public security strategies that guarantee fundamental rights.  
 

TAKE ACTION: WRITE AN APPEAL IN YOUR OWN WORDS OR USE THIS MODEL LETTER 
 

President Nayib Bukele 
Email: contacto@presidencia.gob.sv 

Twitter: @nayibbukele  

Dear President Bukele, 
 
I am writing to express alarm regarding the human rights situation currently unfolding in El Salvador. The 
state of emergency and related measures have brought with them a whole host of human rights violations, 
and it is your responsibility to act to restore human rights and fundamental freedoms in the country. Most 
notably, I am concerned that:     
 

1. The legal reforms approved since the start of the state of emergency threaten human rights and do 
not comply with international standards. It is distressing to see that the emergency decree suspends 
fundamental freedoms, such as the right to legal defence. In addition to this, other legal reforms, 
such as the elimination of maximum time periods for pre-trial detention and the approval of trials 
without the presence of the accused, are contrary to international law. 
 

2. There have been widespread reports of arbitrary detentions and concerns regarding ill treatment of 
people detained, including deaths, while in custody. I find it alarming to learn of reports of ill 
treatment of detainees by security forces, with at least five people having allegedly died while in 
custody. Your own statements regarding limiting food and fresh air for prisoners are also serious cause 
for concern. Further to this, local organizations have identified incidents where people are being 
detained for having tattoos or merely being present in areas where gang members traditionally operate. 
Hundreds of reports of arbitrary detentions have been made.  
 

3. Journalists, human rights defenders and judicial actors are under attack in the country. Recent legal 
reforms threaten the ability of journalists to report on gang-related activity without being subject to 
prosecution. Instead of celebrating their work to uphold human rights in El Salvador, it is disturbing 
to see that your government has stigmatized and harassed journalists and human rights defenders. 
Moreover, judges and defence lawyers appear to be under increased scrutiny.  

 
The human rights context in El Salvador that your government has created is appalling and I urge you to 
immediately change course. Public security strategies are important but must guarantee fundamental 
human rights. I therefore call on you to:  
 

1. Repeal or amend all legal reforms that do not comply with international law and standards; 
2. Guarantee the rights of prisoners to due process and fair treatment; 
3. Stop the stigmatization of civil society, the press and judicial actors, and ensure that these 

individuals can perform their work without reprisals. 
 
 

Yours sincerely, 

https://www.laprensagrafica.com/elsalvador/Ay-mi-brazo-Policia-difunde-video-de-torturas-en-Twitter-y-luego-lo-borra-20220402-0027.html
https://www.laprensagrafica.com/elsalvador/Ay-mi-brazo-Policia-difunde-video-de-torturas-en-Twitter-y-luego-lo-borra-20220402-0027.html
https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/05/02/el-salvador-evidence-serious-abuse-state-emergency
https://twitter.com/nayibbukele/status/1509530757244489729
https://twitter.com/FESPAD_sv/status/1521964694189314049?s=20&t=GQhoeND_94C6RCOQl9eNFQ
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
On 27 March 2022, El Salvador’s Legislative Assembly approved a state of emergency at the request of President 
Nayib Bukele, to respond to reports of a spike in gang-related homicides. The state of emergency, originally due to 
last 30 days, was renewed by the Legislative Assembly on 24 April. More than 25,000 have been arrested to date 
and widespread human rights violations have been reported. Amnesty International is particularly concerned about 
the following issues:  

1. Legal reforms implemented in the context of the state of emergency threaten human rights and do not 
comply with international standards.  

 
The emergency decree approved by the Legislative Assembly suspends human rights that have been deemed 
fundamental, and therefore cannot be deferred, under international law. These include the right to legal defense 
and the right to be informed of the reasons for a detention, among others.  
 
Other legal reforms passed by the Legislative Assembly include the establishment of prison sentences for 
minors aged between 12 and 16 for gang-related crimes; the ability to try people in absentia – that is, without 
their presence in the context of a trial; the abolition of maximum time periods for pre-trial detention; and the 
establishment of trials with “faceless” anonymized judges, which may raise concerns over due process and 
judicial independence.  
 
Reforms also include the establishment of prison sentences for those that “directly or indirectly benefit from 
relationships of any nature” with gangs, or those that “reproduce…messages or statements originated or 
supposedly originated” by gangs – both vaguely worded reforms that do not meet the legality requirement under 
international law. The latter reform, in particular, could lead to the criminalization of journalists that report on 
gang-related activity.  
 

2. There have been widespread reports of arbitrary detentions, as well as concerns over ill treatment and 
the deaths of prisoners in custody.  
 
Civil society organizations have received more than 300 reports of human rights violations in the context of the 
state of emergency, more than 70% of which relate to arbitrary detentions. 
 
Local organizations and the media report that people are being arrested in poor and marginalized 
neighborhoods merely for having tattoos or being present in areas where gang members traditionally operate. 
These people allegedly do not have access to legal defense, and concerns have been raised regarding judicial 
independence and the ability of these individuals to obtain fair judicial review of their detention. Reports of ill 
treatment have also surfaced in the context of the state of emergency, and the President has made concerning 
statements regarding limiting prisoners’ access to food and fresh air. Reports allege that at least five people 
have died in custody in the context of the state of emergency.  
 

3. Journalists, human rights defenders and judicial actors are under attack.  
 
Journalists and human rights defenders that have spoken out against the state of emergency have been subject 
to harassment and stigmatization by authorities on social media and other channels. This harassment against 
journalists in El Salvador has reached such levels that some have felt the need to leave the country, fearing 
reprisals. Judges and defense lawyers have also reportedly been subject to increased scrutiny.  

 

The state of emergency and related measures come within a broader context of shrinking civic space in El Salvador. 

In May 2021, the Legislative Assembly – controlled by Nayib Bukele’s “Nuevas Ideas” Party – voted to remove 

judges from the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court – a move widely interpreted as an attack on judicial 

independence in the country. The Legislative Assembly has also tried to introduce legislation restricting foreign 

funding for civil society organizations, which, if approved, would have significantly hampered the work of NGOs in 

El Salvador. President Bukele frequently disparages and stigmatizes the work of NGOs and journalists on social 

media; and in January 2022, it was revealed that least 35 people, mainly independent journalists from outlets critical 

of the government, had been the object of Pegasus spyware infections.  

PREFERRED LANGUAGE TO ADDRESS TARGET: Spanish 
You can also write in your own language. 
 
PLEASE TAKE ACTION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE UNTIL: 25 May 2022   
Please check with the Amnesty office in your country if you wish to send appeals after the deadline. 

 

https://www.diariooficial.gob.sv/diarios/do-2022/03-marzo/27-03-2022.pdf
https://twitter.com/FESPAD_sv/status/1521964694189314049?s=20&t=GQhoeND_94C6RCOQl9eNFQ
https://www.laprensagrafica.com/elsalvador/Ay-mi-brazo-Policia-difunde-video-de-torturas-en-Twitter-y-luego-lo-borra-20220402-0027.html
https://twitter.com/nayibbukele/status/1509530757244489729
https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/05/02/el-salvador-evidence-serious-abuse-state-emergency
https://twitter.com/nayibbukele/status/1508616876917772294
https://twitter.com/nayibbukele/status/1509902540833538049
https://apnews.com/article/latin-america-el-salvador-health-coronavirus-4d59d3a1469a76f7fb769876f6479d7b
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/amr29/5041/2021/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/01/el-salvador-pegasus-spyware-surveillance-journalists/

